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Dave Sanders, the actual instructor that experienced aimed college students in order to security within
the cafeteria as well as somewhere else, had been approaching the actual steps as well as rounding a
large part whenever he or she noticed Klebold as well as Harris along with weapons elevated. He or she
rapidly switched close to as well as had been going to change a large part in order to security whenever
he or she had been chance. Sanders were able to spider towards the part as well as an additional
instructor pulled Sanders right into a class, exactly where several college students had been currently
concealing. The actual college students and also the instructor invested the following couple of several
hours attempting to maintain Sanders in existence.  
Klebold as well as Harris invested the following 3 min's indiscriminately capturing as well as tossing
bombs within the passageway away from collection, exactly where Sanders had been chance. These
people put 2 tube bombs lower the actual steps to the cafeteria. Fifty-two college students as well as 4
personnel had been concealing within the cafeteria and may listen to the actual gunshots as well as
explosions.  
At 11: twenty nine, Klebold as well as Harris joined the actual collection.  
The Library 
Klebold as well as Harris joined the actual collection as well as yelled
&quot,http://hollisterd-nederland.tumblr.com/; Wake
up,http://occhialioakley.evenweb.com/sections/oakley! " They requested anybody putting on the
whitened limit (jocks) in order to operate. Nobody do,http://oakley.tripod.co.uk/. Klebold as well as Harris
began shooting,Hollister; 1 college student had been hurt through soaring wooden particles.  
Walking with the collection towards the home windows, Klebold chance as well as wiped out Kyle
Velasquez, who had been seated in a pc table instead of concealing below the desk. Klebold as well as
Harris arranged lower their own totes as well as began capturing away the actual home windows
towards policemen as well as getting away college students. Klebold after that became popular their
trench layer. Among the gunmen screamed " Google! "  
Klebold after that switched as well as chance from 3 college students concealing below the desk, hurting
just about all 3. Harris switched as well as chance Steven Curnow as well as Kacey Reugsegger,
eliminating Curnow. Harris after that strolled to the desk close to him or her exactly where 2 ladies had
been concealing beneath. He or she bumped twice on top from the desk as well as stated, " Peek-a-boo!
" He then chance underneath the desk, eliminating Cassie Bernall. The actual " kick" in the chance
shattered their nasal area.  
Harris after that requested Bree Pasquale,http://oakleysunglasses.tripod.co.uk/, students seated on the
ground,Louboutin, in the event that your woman desired to pass away. Whilst pleading with on her
existence,Longchamp, Harris had been sidetracked whenever Klebold known as him or her to a different
desk simply because among the college students concealing beneath had been dark. Klebold snapped
up Isaiah Shoels as well as began pulling him or her through underneath the desk whenever Harris
chance as well as wiped out Shoels. After that Klebold chance underneath the desk as well as wiped out
Erina Kechter.  
Harris vanished to the guide stacks for any moment whilst Klebold visited the leading from the collection
(near the actual entrance) as well as chance away the show cupboard. After that the pair of them
continued the capturing rampage within the collection,http://rayban-brillen.tumblr.com/.  
They strolled through desk following desk, capturing non-stop. Hurting numerous, Klebold as well as
Harris wiped out Lauren Townsend, Steve Tomlin,http://hollisteritalia-online.webnode.it/, as well as Kelly
Fleming.  
Stopping in order to refill,Hollister Stockholm, Harris acknowledged somebody concealing underneath
the desk. The actual college student had been a good associate associated with Klebold's. The actual
college student requested Klebold exactly what he or she had been performing. Klebold clarified, " Oh
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yea, simply eliminating individuals. " 3 Asking yourself in the event that he or she as well had been likely
to end up being chance,http://ray-ban.webgarden.es/, the actual college student requested Klebold in
the event that he or she would end up being wiped out. Klebold informed the actual college student in
order to depart the actual collection, that the college student do.  
Harris once again chance below the desk,Oakley Pas Cher, hurting a number of as well as eliminating
Daniel Mauser as well as Corey DePooter.  
After arbitrarily capturing away a few much more models, tossing the Molotov drink,Hollister, taunting
several college students, as well as tossing the seat, Klebold as well as Harris remaining the actual
collection. Within the 7 1/2 min's these were within the collection, they'd wiped out 10 individuals as well
as hurt 12 other people. Thirty-four college students steered clear of uninjured.  
Back To the Hall  
Klebold as well as Harris invested regarding 8 min's strolling lower the actual halls, considering the
actual technology classes, as well as producing attention connection with a few of the college students,
however they did not attempt very difficult to get involved with the areas. College students remain
huddled as well as concealed within most of the classes using the doorways secured. However hair
would not happen to be a lot safety when the gunmen experienced truly desired to enter.  
At 11: forty-four, Klebold as well as Harris going back again downstairs as well as joined the actual
cafeteria. Harris chance from among the duffel totes they'd positioned
previously,http://ralphlauren.portfolik.com/, looking to get the actual 20-pound lp explosive device in
order to increase, however it did not. Klebold after that proceeded to go to exactly the same tote as well
as started fiddling by using it. Nevertheless there is absolutely no surge. Klebold after that walked back
again as well as put the explosive device in the lp explosive device. Just the actual tossed explosive
device exploded also it began the fireplace, that brought on the actual sprinkler program.  
Klebold as well as Harris came round the college tossing bombs. These people ultimately returned
towards the cafeteria and then observe that the actual lp bombs hadn't exploded and also the sprinkler
program experienced released the actual fireplace. From precisely midday, both returned upper level.  
They going to the actual collection,ralph lauren, exactly where almost all the actual uninjured college
students experienced steered clear of. A number of the actual personnel continued to be concealed
within cupboards as well as aspect areas. Through 12: 02 in order to 12: 05, Klebold as well as Harris
chance away the actual home windows towards the actual policemen as well as paramedics which were
outdoors.  
Sometime in between 12: 05 as well as 12: '08, Klebold as well as Harris proceeded to go towards the
south aspect from the collection as well as chance on their own within the mind, closing the actual
Columbine massacre.  
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